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On behalf of the Glasgow Colleges’ Regional 

Board, I am delighted to endorse the 

Glasgow STEM Strategy. Development of 

skills in science, technology, engineering 

and mathematics (or ‘STEM’) is vital for the 

economy of Glasgow and Scotland. 

The report from Sir Ian Wood’s Commission for 

Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce emphasised 

that STEM provision should be a priority in our 

course planning. And Glasgow’s current economic 

development strategy stresses ‘success through 

specialisation’, including four out of eight economic 

sectors which are STEM-related. 

support for that focus. In our Regional Outcome 

Agreement with the Scottish Funding Council we are 

aiming for a 12% increase in energy, engineering, 

construction and manufacturing provision. And this 

focus continues into our estates developments, 

curriculum hubs, industry partnerships and 

community outreach programmes.



       Achievement of STEM Assured status from New 

Engineering Foundation is a success in its own right, of which 
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committed to delivering a world class 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths 

provision that meets both the needs and 

aspirations of our developing workforce and 

partner institutions.

The STEM manifesto will ensure that the College 

plays a key role in supporting economic growth 

and prosperity within the Glasgow City Region 

and the wider community through a primary focus 

on developing Scotlands’ young workforce as a 

powerhouse of skills development.

Engaging and inspiring our students with world-

class learning and teaching is central to our work 

as a College. With this manifesto we are promoting 

the important role that STEM subjects have in 

preparing our students to seamlessly progress into 

employment or higher level study.

Developed in collaboration with the New 

a summary of the Colleges STEM Strategy and 

over the next 3 years.



1. Our commitment to our students

Our students will experience innovative pedagogical 

approaches, project-based learning, social learning, 

peer learning and intercultural learning underpinned 

by the use of appropriate learning technologies and 

cross-disciplinary collaboration.

They will be taught in well-resourced, technology-

enriched learning spaces with innovative learning 

materials that meet their social and learning needs 

in the context of the increasing informalisation of 

learning. They will have access to a wide range 

of STEM relevant, and often cross-curricular, 

subjects that are fully integrated into their chosen 

programme of study.

A focus on STEM should sit at the  

heart of the development of Scotland’s 

Young Workforce.

 

Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce (2014)

      

of STEM capacities 

in our young and 

to anticipate and 

respond to future 
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2. Our commitment to employers 3. Our commitment to developing  

 a world class STEM talent pipeline 

We will proactively engage with employers to ensure 

future proofed with transition opportunities from 

learning to work.

We will involve employers in the development of a 

learning experience that provides a realistic working 

environment through a project-based approach with 

industry-relevant outputs

in partnership with industry representatives, to 

ensure the College provision meets the needs of 

industry and remains at the forefront of emerging 

technologies and practices.

We will provide relevant transition support for 

students to prepare them to progress seamlessly on 

their learning journey to higher level programmes or 

employment

We will develop and maintain articulation routes 

for all HN programmes in partnership with higher 

education institutions and will support work 

placement and employment opportunities, through 

our innovative industry academy model, to ensure 

better job.

We will deliver apprenticeship training in key STEM 

sectors in partnership with industry.

demonstrated their 

importance of STEM 

something new for them, 
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4. Our commitment to driving innovation  

in high value sectors

We will develop curriculum programmes and options 

in line with government strategy and industry 

demand. We will support the increased demand 

for skills at all levels in key sectors including the 

science, technology and engineering sectors and 

related supply chains as well as health, sports and 

wellness, marine and maritime, design and digital 

media and tourism and hospitality.

We will integrate applied science , maths or project 

management options into all relevant programmes 

to ensure that our students have direct access to the 

STEM pipeline.

5. Our commitment to supporting  

the development of a diverse  

STEM workforce

We will develop and work in strategic partnership 

with relevant external agencies to promote social 

inclusion and regeneration through provision of skills 

In support of the Equality Act 2010 Public Sector 

Equality Duty, we will advance opportunities for 

under-represented groups and tackle key issues 

including the gender imbalance within STEM 

occupations. Initiatives  will focus on removing 

disadvantages, meeting needs and increasing 

participation to inspire and develop female talent in 

science, engineering and technology from classroom 

to boardroom.

We will continue to embed the College’s 

commitment to equality, diversity, inclusiveness, 

tolerance, and respect for the individual.



6. Our commitment to invest  

 in a world class STEM resource 

We will create a globally renowned institution in 

and supports Scotland’s developing infrastructure 

in economic key growth areas. This will be realised 

through our investment in state of the art, industry 

standard accommodation across two campus in the 

City of Glasgow.

We will further enhance our physical infrastructure 

with a world class elearning provision enabling 

students and industry partners from around the 

world to access high quality teaching and learning 

materials on demand.



7. Our commitment to become Scotland’s  

 STEM Centre of Excellence

8. Our STEM commitment to our    

 Community Partners

We will create a national STEM centre of excellence 

in partnership with industry, HEI partners, regional 

college partners, schools and other recognised 

centres of excellence. The STEM centre will 

commercial service and business incubation.

We will work with Glasgow City Council to develop 

a regional STEM schools hub to support the talent 

pipeline from primary school to employment or 

further education. 

We will invest in STEM related areas of key strategic 

priority including low carbon, sustainable and 

emerging technologies, digital services including 

e-Commerce and nutritional public health. This will 

be supported by the development of a regional 

STEM steering group consisting of a wide variety of 

stakeholders involved in the STEM sector.

Our strong links with the local community will 

provide access to the STEM talent pipeline across all 

SCQF levels. This will allow us to build sustainable 

and meaningful relationships through our community 

project and outreach work as well as promote 

engagement in the STEM ambassador scheme, 

providing support across the Glasgow City Region.

We will continue to reduce our footprint with the 

introduction of our BREEAM excellent rated campus 

including Cycle to Work and Green Travel Plan.

championed STEM 
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The STEM Industry Academy - Industry Academy Model

The STEM structure provides a robust framework, 

clarity and coherence of approach that will 

strengthen the existing vocational STEM provision, 

and will develop the capability to deliver new and 

emerging technology provision that meets the needs 

of key regional industry sectors. 

This will be supported through the College’s City 

Learning and Industry Academy strategies, ensuring 

that both students and industry sit at the heart 

of everything we do. Industry Academies are an 

innovative solution to ensuring that we deliver and 

exceed the expectations of our diverse stakeholder 

groups. Led by a team of experienced educators, 

with wide ranging industry experience, industry 

academies have changed the way that we engage 

with employers and improved opportunities for our 

students.

The introduction of the STEM industry Academy 

in 2015/16 reinforces the Colleges commitment to 

developing STEM pathways in partnership with our 

industry stakeholders.



The STEM Development Plan  - Current and Future Curriculum aligned to STEM Cluster

Marine Engineering

Electronics Engineering

Electrical Engineering

High Voltage

Smart Metering

Marine Engineering

Maritime Studies

Chief Engineering

Marine Operations

Simulation

Medical Care

Bridge and Engine Ready

Crisis Management

Health Care and Social Care

Sports Therapy

Fitness and Coaching

Development

Complementary Therapies

Health and Science

Technologies

Quantity Surveying

Building Surveying

Architectural Technologies

Construction Management

Civil Engineering

Robotics and Advanced 
Manufacture

Lean/Business Process 
Improvement

Instruction and Control 
Systems

Electronic Navigation 
Systems

Dynamic Positioning

E-charting

Integrated Bridge Systems

Carriage of Dangerous 
Cargos

Lab and Health Technician

Lab Pharmaceuticals

Biomechanics and Human 
Performance

Smart Buildings and 
Environmental Technologies

BIM and 3D Modelling

HVAC (IoT)

Intelligent Infrastructure

Roads, Motorways and 

Cloud Computing and Cyber Security

Big Data and Business Analytics

Animation

Narrative Design

Design Thinking

Media Interfaces

Interactive Media

3D and IT

Technical Support

Digital Media

Graphic Design

Art and Design

Photography and TV

Media

Computer Animation

Software Development

Networking

Product Design

Interior Design

Furniture Design

Communications

Radio
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